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Environmental Advice.
This product is covered by current WEEE regulations.  Please consider the effect on the
environment when disposing of it. Do not put in a domestic waste bin.  Only dispose of 
at an appointed recycling centre. 
RoHS compliant.

This product is suitable for use in security Grade 2 and 3 Environmental class II systems

Microswitch design for alarm and tamper.
Built in jumper selectable for EOL or standard.

Suitable for use in grade 2 and 3 systems.
Normally open or closed switching.

Key reset.

PADP2/*/G3/MULTI

Default settings: Standard PA
Normally Closed alarm switch

which opens on activation
No EOL resistors selected

Type A:  1K 1K
Honeywell, Ademco

Microtech

Type B: 4K7 2K2 
Scantronic, Menvier

Pyronix, Texecom
Castle Care Tech

Type D: 5K6 5K6 
DSC

Type E: 6K8 4K7 
Guardtec

Type I: 4K7 4K7 
Aritech, Pyronix

Double push panic attack button

Fitting Instructions
Remove the cover and fasten the backplate to the mounting surface.  Please ensure the unit
is mounted in a position that will reduce the likelyhood of false alarms. Route the connection
wire through the cut-out in the pcb keeping any surplus wire to a minimum, this will ensure
the free movement of the operating mechanism. The default setting for this unit is that of a
standard UK PA i.e normally closed circuit with no end of line resistance selected. If EOL is
required, simply move jumpers as per the diagrams below to suit the correct control panel.
Make sure the unit is in the set (not activated) position and carefully replace the front cover.  
Test for correct operation.
Ensure that operators are trained in the correct use of hold up devices.

     Warning: Do not refit the front cover with the mechanism in the activated 
     position, otherwise damage to the microswitch will occur. 
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